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Hideaway worktop with lipped edge (edge 3) and integrated sink bowls

GEC Anderson stainless steel worktops were recently specified by Architects, Dannatt Johnson within the new Learning Spaces
and Tea Points within the historic and acclaimed museum.

Working for kitchen and bathroom specialists, Brandt Kitchens, GEC Anderson supplied and installed a total of four areas, all
within the remit of main contractor, Buxton Building.

Bespoke stainless steel worktops were deployed in two Tea Point and two Learning Spaces. GEC Anderson were able to meet the
special detailing requirements prescribed for the various units. 5.0mm SolidTop worktops were specified for the Tea Points that
included double sinks and provision for Zip hot water taps and drip trays. In the Learning Spaces, made to measure sink tops with
lipped edges and integral back upstands were located in hide away areas, behind sliding door sections of the rooms.

Managing Director of GEC Anderson comments “This was a really nice project to have been involved with and, actually, is a great
showcase of some of the many options that we are able to offer. For instance, in the Learning Space on Level 2, special sized sink
bowls were required to fit within the bespoke [narrow] space available, whilst at the same time having space for our lipped edge
detail (3) at the front and sides of the worktop perimeter, as well as our upstand edge (10) at the back.”

Meanwhile, in the Tea Points, we had the exiting new 5.0mm SolidTops (solid stainless steel, as opposed to the normal, folded,
edges). The result of using this detail is always striking with its slim simplicity of form.
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Building: Imperial War Museum - Learning Space
Sector: Education
Room Type: Class / art rooms
Specifier: Dannatt Johnson Architects
Contractor: Brandt Kitchens Ltd

Founded in England in 1962, GEC Anderson has pioneered the development of made-to-measure stainless steel products. Today,
the company’s range also includes standard and modular stainless steel options. Products include sinks, worktops, cabinets,
shelving, splashbacks, doors and sanitaryware for use in domestic, commercial and specialist environments. All products are
manufactured to ISO 9001 and backed by a comprehensive support service from planning and product specification to installation
and maintenance.
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